In this article, we take the point of view that the light scalar meson a 0 (980) is a conventional qq state, and calculate the coupling constants g a 0 ηπ 0 and g a 0 η ′ π 0 with the light-cone QCD sum rules. The central value of the coupling constant g a 0 ηπ 0 is consistent with the one extracted from the radiative decay φ(1020) → a 0 (980)γ → ηπ 0 γ. The central value and lower bound of the decay width Γ a 0 →ηπ 0 = 127 +120 −53 MeV are compatible with the experimental data of the total decay width Γ a 0 (980) = (50 − 100) MeV from the Particle Data Group with very model dependent estimation (the decay width can be much larger), while the upper bound is too large. We give possible explanation for the discrepancy between the theoretical calculation and experimental data.
Introduction
The light flavor scalar mesons present a remarkable exception for the constituent quark models, the structures of those mesons have not been unambiguously determined yet [1, 2, 3, 4] . Experimentally, the strong overlaps with each other and the broad widths (for the f 0 (980), a 0 (980), f 0 (1710), the widths are relatively narrow) make their spectra cannot be approximated by the Breit-Wigner formula. The numerous candidates with the same quantum numbers J P C = 0 ++ below 2 GeV can not be accommodated in onenonet, some are supposed to be glueballs, molecules and multiquark states [2, 3, 4] . The more elusive things are the constituent structures of the mesons f 0 (980) and a 0 (980) with almost the degenerate masses.
In the naive quark model, a 0 = (uu−dd)/ √ 2 and f 0 = ss; while in the framework of the tetraquark models, the mesons f 0 (980) and a 0 (980) could either be compact objects (i.e. nucleon-like bound states of quarks with the symbolic quark structures f 0 = ss(uu + dd)/ √ 2 and a 0 = ss(uu − dd)/ √ 2 [5, 6] ) or spatially extended objects (i.e. deuteron-like bound states of hadrons: KK molecules [7, 8] ). The hadronic dressing mechanism takes the point of view that the mesons f 0 (980) and a 0 (980) have smallcores of typicalmeson size, strong couplings to the intermediate hadronic states (KK) enrich the purestates with other components and spend part (or most part) of their lifetime as virtual KK states [9, 10, 11] . In the hybrid model, those mesons are tetraquark states (qq)3(qq) 3 in the S-wave near the center, with some constituentsin the P -wave, but further out they rearrange into (qq) 1 (qq) 1 states and finally as meson-meson states [2, 4] . All those interpretations have both outstanding advantages and obvious shortcomings in one or other ways.
We can study the scalar mesons through their couplings to two pseudoscalar mesons, two-photon decays and radiative decays. The radiative decays φ(1020) → π 0 π 0 γ and φ(1020) → ηπ 0 γ have been the subject of intense investigation [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . From the invariant π 0 π 0 and ηπ 0 mass distributions, we can obtain many information about the nature of the f 0 (980) and a 0 (980) respectively.
In this article, we take the scalar mesons a 0 (980) and f 0 (980) as the conventionalstates, and calculate the values of the coupling constants g a 0 ηπ 0 and g a 0 η ′ π 0 with the light-cone QCD sum rules. The coupling constant g a 0 ηπ 0 is a basic parameter in studying the radiative decay φ(1020) → a 0 (980)γ → ηπ 0 γ. In previous works, the mesons f 0 (980), a 0 (980), D s0 , D s1 , B s0 and B s1 are taken as the conventional qq, cs and bs states respectively, and the values of the coupling constants
BK and g B s1 B * K have been calculated with the light-cone QCD sum rules [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] . The large values of the coupling constants support the hadronic dressing mechanism. In Ref. [25] , the authors study the coupling constant g a 0 ηπ 0 with the interpolating current J . In this article, we study the coupling constants g a 0 ηπ 0 and g a 0 η ′ π 0 together, and a simple subtraction procedure is taken. The decay f 0 (980) → ππ can't occur at the tree level if the scalar meson f 0 (980) is a pure ss state, it should have some nn components, the coupling constant g f 0 ππ has also been calculated with the light-cone QCD sum rules [26] .
The light-cone QCD sum rules approach carries out the operator product expansion near the light-cone x 2 ≈ 0 instead of the short distance x ≈ 0 while the nonperturbative matrix elements are parameterized by the light-cone distribution amplitudes instead of the vacuum condensates [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] . The nonperturbative parameters in the light-cone distribution amplitudes are calculated by the conventional QCD sum rules and the values are universal [32, 33, 34] .
The article is arranged as follows: in section 2, we obtain the coupling constants g a 0 ηπ 0 and g a 0 η ′ π 0 with the light-cone QCD sum rules; in section 3, numerical results; section 4 is reserved for conclusion.
2
Coupling constants g a 0 ηπ 0 and g a 0 η ′ π 0 with lightcone QCD sum rules
In the following, we write down the definitions for the coupling constants g a 0 ηπ 0 and g a 0 η ′ π 0 ,
where we have used the phenomenological lagrangian L = gTr [SP P ], the S and P stand for the light nonet scalar mesons and pseudoscalar mesons respectively. We study the coupling constants g a 0 ηπ 0 and g a 0 η ′ π 0 with the two-point correlation function Π µ (p, q),
where the currents J µ (x) and J(x) interpolate the pseudoscalar mesons η, η ′ and scalar meson a 0 (980), respectively, the external π 0 meson has four momentum p µ with p 2 = m 2 π . One may think that it is more convenient to take the octet current J 
to interpolate the pseudoscalar mesons η and η ′ respectively. Thess components of the interpolating currents have no contributions at the level of quark-gluon degree's of freedom, the octet current J 
Despite which interpolating currents one may choose, the couplings with the a 0 (980)π 0 take place through the uū and dd components of the pseudoscalar mesons η and η ′ (not the ss component) at the level of quark-gluon degree's of freedom. Although the coupling constant g a 0 η ′ π 0 has no direct phenomenological interest, we take into account the η ′ meson to facilitate subtractions of the continuum states and obtain more reliable QCD sum rules, we will revisit this subject at the end of this section.
The correlation function Π µ (p, q) can be decomposed as
due to Lorentz covariance, we choose the tensor structure q µ for analysis. According to the basic assumption of quark-hadron duality in the QCD sum rules [32, 33, 34] , we can insert a complete series of intermediate hadronic states with the same quantum numbers as the current operators J µ (x) and J(x) into the correlation function Π µ (p, q) to obtain the hadronic representation. After isolating the ground state contributions from the pole terms of the mesons η, η ′ and a 0 (980),
we get the following result
2 Here we will present some technical details in obtaining the spectral density,
where we have used the completeness relation,
which corresponds to the normalization condition a(q)|a(q ′ ) = (2π) 3 2Eδ 3 ( q − q ′ ), the a's are the intermediate hadronic states with the same quantum numbers as the current operator J(0), the a denote the corresponding coupling constant among the η, a and π 0 , and 0|J(0)|a(q) = f a M a . In the light-cone QCD sum rules, we often take the economical routine,
where the following definitions for the weak decay constants have been used,
We have take the ideal mixing limit for the η and η
), and neglect the anomaly contribution. In the following, we briefly outline the operator product expansion for the correlation function Π µ (p, q) in perturbative QCD theory. The calculations are performed at the large space-like momentum regions (q + p) 2 ≪ 0 and q 2 ≪ 0, which correspond to the small light-cone distance x 2 ≈ 0 required by the validity of the operator product expansion approach. We write down the propagator of a massive quark in the external gluon field in the Fock-Schwinger gauge firstly [35] ,
Substituting the u and d quark propagators and the corresponding π-meson lightcone distribution amplitudes into the correlation function Π µ (p, q), and completing the integrals over the variables x and k, finally we obtain the analytical expressions. In calculation, the two-particle and three-particle π-meson light-cone distribution amplitudes have been used [36, 37, 38, 39] , the explicit expressions are given in the appendix. The parameters in the light-cone distribution amplitudes are scale dependent and are estimated with the QCD sum rules [36, 37, 38, 39] . In this article, the energy scale µ is chosen to be µ = 1 GeV. After straightforward calculations, we obtain the final expression of the double Borel transformed correlation function Π at the level of quark-gluon degrees of freedom. The masses of the pseudoscalar meson and scalar meson are M η ′ = 0.958 GeV and M a 0 = 0.985 GeV respectively,
there exists an overlapping working window for the two Borel parameters M 
. We introduce the threshold parameter s 0 and make the simple replacement,
to subtract the contributions from the high resonances and continuum states [35] . Finally we obtain the sum rule for the coupling constant g,
where
and we have taken the isospin limit m u = m d . In Ref. [25] (also in Refs. [22, 23, 26] ), a complex subtraction procedure is taken due to the asymmetry Borel parameters, M 2 1 = M 2 2 . In the light-cone QCD sum rules, we often take the technique developed in Ref. [35] to obtain the spectral densities at the level of quark-gluon degrees of freedom,
where the f (u) are functions of the two-particle light-cone distribution amplitudes, u = ∆−q 2 s−q 2 , the ∆ are the squared masses of the exchanged quarks, the ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 are the corresponding thresholds. It works efficiently in the case where the threshold parameters s 
In this article, we choose the current J µ (x) to interpolate both the η and η ′ mesons to overcome that shortcoming, and take into account the contributions from the η 3 Numerical result and discussion [40] , and f a 0 = (0.21 ± 0.01) GeV [23] .
The axial-vector current J µ (x) has also non-vanishing couplings with both the pseudoscalar mesons η(1295), η(1405), η (1475) [41] . We take the threshold parameter s 0 = (1.2 − 1.3) GeV 2 to avoid the contaminations from the high resonances and continuum states, furthermore, in this region, the value of the coupling constant g is not sensitive to the threshold parameter s 0 . The Borel parameter is taken as M 2 = (0.8−1.6) GeV 2 , in this region, the value of the coupling constant is rather stable with variation of the Borel parameter, see Figs.(1-2) .
In this article, we take the values of the coefficients a i of the twist-2 light-cone distribution amplitude ϕ π (u) from the conventional QCD sum rules [36, 39] . The ϕ π (u) has been analyzed with the light-cone QCD sum rules and (non-local condensates) QCD sum rules confronting with the high precision CLEO data on the γγ * → π 0 transition form-factor [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] . We also study the coupling [47] .
In the limit of large Borel parameter M 2 , the coupling constant g takes up the following behavior,
It is not unexpected, the contributions from the two-particle twist-3 light-cone distribution amplitude ϕ p (u) are greatly enhanced by the large Borel parameter M 2 , (large) uncertainties of the relevant parameters presented in above equations have significant impact on the numerical results. The contribution from the twoparticle twist-3 ϕ σ (u 0 ) is zero due to symmetry property. If we take the value m u = m d = m q = (5.6 ± 1.6) MeV [39] , the uncertainty comes from the m q is very large, about (30 − 80)%, and the predictive ability is poor, see Fig.1 . From the GellMann-Oakes-Renner relation, we can obtain Taking into account all the uncertainties of the input parameters, finally we obtain the numerical values of the coupling constants, which are shown in Fig.2 , g = 3.8
for m q = (5.6 ± 1.6) MeV and g = 3.8
for m q = (5.6 ± 0.6) MeV. The parameters of the twist-2 light-cone distribution amplitude ϕ π (u) obtained in Ref. [47] can change the value of the coupling constant slightly, about (0.1 − 0.2)%.
In [53, 54, 55] , we can't use them to identify the structures of the a 0 (980) with confidence. Comparing with the values extracted from the radiative decay φ(1020) → a 0 (980)γ → ηπ 0 γ [51, 52, 53, 54, 55] , the central value of our numerical result is reasonable and support themodel. quark models and experimental data g a 0 ηπ 0 (GeV)model [49] 2.03 tetraquark model [49] 4.57 KK molecule model [50, 8] 1.74 SND Collaboration [51, 52] 3.11 KLOE Collaboration [53, 54] 3.0 ± 0.2 KLOE Collaboration [55] 2.8 ± 0.1 light-cone sum rules (qq model) [25] 2.6 − 3.4 This work (qq model) 3.1 From the coupling constant g a 0 ηπ 0 , we can obtain the decay width Γ a 0 →ηπ 0 ,
= 127
+280
−76 MeV for g = 3.8
Comparing with the experimental data Γ a 0 (980) = (50 − 100) MeV from the Particle Data Group with very model dependent estimation (the decay width can be much larger) [41] , the central value and lower bound of our numerical result Γ a 0 →ηπ 0 = 127 +120 −53 MeV are reasonable, however, the upper-bound is too large, we should reduce the uncertainties of the input parameters f 3π and m q (main uncertainties originate from them) before make definite conclusion.
In this article, we take the point of view that the a 0 (980) is a scalarstate. In Ref. [48] , the light nonet scalar mesons are taken as tetraquark states, and the coupling constants among the light scalar mesons and pseudoscalar mesons are calculated with the QCD sum rules. The numerical results indicate that the values of the coupling constants for the tetraquark states are always smaller than the corresponding ones for thestates [22, 23] . The scalar meson a 0 (980) may have smallkernel of the typicalmeson size, strong coupling to the nearbyKK threshold may result in some tetraquark components, whether the nucleon-like bound state or deuteron-like bound state. The tetraquark components may lead to smaller decay width, and smear the discrepancy between the (upper bound of) theoretical calculation and the experimental data.
Conclusion
In this article, we take the point of view that the scalar meson a 0 (980) is a conventionalstate, and calculate the coupling constants g a 0 ηπ 0 and g a 0 η ′ π 0 with the light-cone QCD sum rules. Although the coupling constant g a 0 η ′ π 0 has no direct phenomenological interest, we take into account the η ′ meson to facilitate subtraction of the continuum states to give more reliable sum rule. The central value of the coupling constant g a 0 ηπ 0 is consistent with the values extracted from the radiative decay φ(1020) → a 0 (980)γ → ηπ 0 γ. The central value and lower bound of the decay width Γ a 0 →ηπ 0 = 127 +120 −53 MeV are compatible with the experimental data of the total decay width Γ a 0 (980) = (50 − 100) MeV from the Particle Data Group with very model dependent estimation (the decay width can be much larger), while the upper bound is too large. The scalar meson a 0 (980) may have smallkernel of the typicalmeson size, strong coupling to the nearbyKK threshold may result in some tetraquark components, whether the nucleon-like bound state or deuteronlike bound state. The tetraquark components may lead to smaller decay width, and smear the discrepancy between the theoretical calculation and the experimental data. 
